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IdeaSquare

The Innovation Space at CERN

▪ collaborative methodologies;

▪ access to CERN expertise;

▪ cross-connectivity

to ideate solutions for the 

future of humankind. 



A place where 

people have the 

licence to dream! 



Solving wicked 
problems in times of 

change



Some examples of complex problems

▪ Climate change

▪ Homelessness

▪ Integrated healthcare 

▪ Smart cities

▪ Poverty

▪ Gender equality

▪ …



SDG Game!















































A system is an ever living 
organism… 

So how might we predict 
possible changes?







https://www.jisc.ac.uk/guides/vision-and-strategy-toolkit/futures-cone

There are many possible futures…



Imagine the future

• Choose one challenge related to the SDGs to work on, e,g:

• access to clean water / free access to clean drinking water for all

• no poverty / no homelessness

• access to quality education / everybody gets basic education in their own language

• Imagine what the world will look like in 2050, when that challenge has been solved. 

Consider technological, social, economical, legal, ethical, political and 

environmental aspects.

No Harry Potter, but reasonable assumption about tech advancement, for e.g., are ok.

Note that you can modify the challenge as you go along.

(15 min)



2050 - our grand vision

Challenge we focus on



Let’s reflect…

How does your preferable future look like?

• Where you would need to be in 2040, in order to achieve your vision for 2050? 

How about in 2030?

• What can you change today to make your 2050 vision more probable?

• How does that impact your journey as an individual and professional?



2050 - our grand vision

2040 – almost there

2030 – on our way

Now: What we can 

start with tomorrow

Challenge we focus on



How to fill the canvas

1. Write your challenge as clearly as you can – it has to match the vision you came 

up with and does not need to be exactly what you started with.

2. Write your key insights for your vision: include technological, social, economical, 

legal, ethical, political, and environmental aspects.

3. Think about where we would need to be in 2040, in order to achieve your vision 

for 2050. 

4. Think backwards and outline what that would mean for the year 2030.

5. What should we start implementing now in order to get to your 2050 vision?

(30 min)



Time to share!





Why IdeaSquare?

We believe that for fundamental change to be made, 
we need more than traditional innovation methods 

and mindsets.



Why IdeaSquare?

We believe that for fundamental change to be made, 
we need more than traditional innovation methods 

and mindsets.

We enable students and innovators to imagine a 
future worth fighting for, and we give them the tools 

and confidence to start building that future.



Challenge Based Innovation (CBI)

• +22 active program collaborations;

• Universities from 8 different countries;

• Design Thinking methods to solve 

global challenges, intersected with deep 

tech;

• UN Sustainable Development Goals 

as a lens in the process;

• Multidisciplinary teams of students: 

business, design, engineering, social 

sciences…

• CERN researchers who act as 

technological coaches.



Intersecting 
societal 
challenges with 
deep tech

Societal needs 

(UN SDGs)

Deep tech 

(detection & imaging, 

criogenics…)

Futures thinking

Exponential thinking

Speculative design

i2



Business as usual 
is not in our DNA, 
but we also don’t 
want any “magic”…

Ideas should be disruptive, without:

• Breaking the laws of physics;

• Causing more harm than good.



Our specialties

• Order of magnitude thinking (+ estimations!)

- Ideas should be disruptive enough to generate excitement

- While also having a substantial basis behind - “Do the math”

• Systemic and Exponential thinking

- Going for exponential ideas

- Thinking in planetary levels 

- Nothing is so great that there is nothing bad: what are the implications of your solution?



How can you get 
involved… and why?

Listening to the stories of Shalini Epari and Gunn Khatri.



How can you get involved?

• Send us an email to idea.s@cern.ch (it will come to one of us).

• Let us know what you are interested in: 

• interacting with the students;

• attending their presentations; 

• providing your expertise (software engineering, CERN tech…)

• tours of CERN experiments

• We will keep you informed about future opportunities!

mailto:idea.s@cern.ch


catarina.batista@cern.ch

laura.wirtavuori@cern.ch

mailto:catarina.batista@cern.ch
mailto:laura.wirtavuori@cern.ch
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